Percy & Remy

What are we?

Guinea Pigs

Where do I live in the wild?

Our wild Cavy cousins come from South America. Guinea Pigs
as we know them are domestic animals kept as pets in the UK
and a food source in some parts of the world.

How are we looked after
as pets?

What do we eat?
What do we look like?

Why do we love Percy &
Remy?

We live together in a large indoor cage with lots of tunnels to
hide in and space to run around. We have playtime every day ,
in the garden in the spring and summer and inside in the winter as we don’t like cold wet weather!
We love to eat! We have lots of grass or hay to nibble on all
the time. For breakfast we have a bowl of veg and salad. In
the evening we have a small portion of Guinea Pig food.
Like furry potatoes with little legs and round bodies! Percy has
short grey fur and Remy has crazy golden fur which grows in
lots of different directions! Sometimes ha needs a trim around
his bum to help him stay clean and tidy!
Percy & Remy are best friends who do everything together.
They are very calm and friendly and they are happy to sit on
their pet cushions on your lap so you ca give them some fuss!

Our Stories
Percy is a rescue guinea pig. Remy joined Lion Learners East Midlands with his brother Raffy.
When they were 8 weeks old. He instantly bonded with Percy and they have been best friend ever since. Remy is quite a bossy boy but Percy doesn’t mind. He is happy for Remy to be in charge
so they are the perfect pair. Remy also helps Percy when he is feeling nervous as he a very confident and laid back piggy.

Where can we visit?
Anywhere!

Schools, parties, care homes. nurseries, pre-schools, events and anywhere else you can
think of!
We can be handled by children and adults of all ages.

